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Vincent Sheppard will be present at Maison & Objet September 2018, the leading international home 
décor fair in Paris. The brand will showcase its novelties such as the WICKED collection in rattan, the 
ALBERT ROUND table, the JEROME table, the TWINELIGHT lighting garland, and the limited-edition 
LOOP collection in indigo. Prepare for surprising designs, natural charm of rattan and blue hues. 

WICKED  

The Wicked collection is designed by Brussels-based designer Alain Gilles for Vincent Sheppard. 
Together, they aimed to reinvent wicker as we know it. The whole design process was all about 
playing with the construction logics of rattan seats in a contemporary and striking manner. By 
creating an unexpectedly light and airy shape, Alain Gilles managed to shed new light onto the 
traditional wicker furniture. By combining the warm wicker material with the sleek steel frame, he 
aimed to create a dialogue between craftwork on the one hand and industrial processes on the other. 

The brand new Wicked indoor collection consists of a sofa and a lounge chair, both made of natural 
rattan and a black powder coated steel frame. Perfect for adding a warm yet bold touch to your living 
room area!

Would you love lounging in your garden on a Wicked sofa? Good news! The Wicked collection offers 
an outdoor range as well, which is available in two different colour combinations: a light, natural 
wicker with a contrasting dark green aluminium frame and a warmer and softer combination of taupe 
wicker with a charcoal aluminium frame.

ALBERT ROUND

Our Albert Round table is the newest member of the Albert family. Because of its round shape it 
allows you to have conversations with all of your table members at the same time. Additionally, you 
don’t have to worry about people getting left out, since Albert Round is perfect for uneven numbers 
as well. The solid oak table top combined with the robust steel frame turn Albert Round into a real 
statement piece. The table is perfect for cosy wining and dining sessions, and just lingering around 
after a meal. Albert Round is where you share good times with family and friends regardless whether 
there is food on the table or not. 

JEROME 
 
Pure lines, versatile design, and optimal functionality. These are the words which Belgian designer  
Giel Dedeurwaerder had in mind while designing the Jerome table. The table top’s rounded edges 
provide more space to pass alongside the table and therefore offer an easier way of living. Its pure 
lines offer beauty in simplicity and give your dining room a refined look. Jerome is made of solid oak 
and available in natural or black stain and integrates easily in any interior, going from a more rustic to 
a more Scandinavian style. Prepare for casual, cosy and intimate dining. 



TWINELIGHT

Dining intimately at a large table. It sounds quite paradoxical. Still, the Twinelight lighting garland 
enables you to do so. Twinelight is a feelgood enhancer which is fit for both indoor and outdoor use, 
allowing you to add a welcoming and warm touch to your dining area all year round. The little roof of 
light literally brings people closer together and creates a cosy atmosphere in the blink of an eye. 
Because of its simple design, the lighting garland easily blends into any style and reminds you of 
old-fashioned luminous garlands experienced in a shopping street or during garden parties. The 
festive string of lights is designed by Studiomie and comes in a self-assembly kit. The assembly 
process is simple and Twinelight can easily be clipped onto your table. A piece of leather between 
the clip and tabletop prevents damage when tightening.

LOOP

Blue is the new black. Injecting your home with blue hues is the new trend for next season. Therefore, 
Vincent Sheppard has brought out their Loop collection in lusciously luxurious indigo blue. Adding 
a touch of colour to your outdoor seating area has never been easier! In terms of design, the see-
through chairs offer a light and airy look to any veranda or terrace, allowing air to circulate through 
the tautly strung construction. However, it’s not only about the looks. Our loop collection offers 
amazing functionality as well. Because of its light weight, you can easily move your Loop furniture 
around, allowing you to follow the sun effortlessly. In addition, the Loop chairs’ stackability 
contributes to the collection’s flexibility. Simplicity with a modern edge!

The limited-edition indigo Loop range consists of a dining chair, a lounge chair, and a side table. In 
addition, their OTTO footrest will be available in matching indigo blue as well. 

VINCENT SHEPPARD

Vincent Sheppard has been designing and manufacturing indoor and outdoor furniture with 
exceptional seating comfort since 1992. The company is worldwide market leader in Lloyd Loom 
furniture, a technique where Kraft paper is twisted around a metal wire and woven into unique 
furniture pieces. Today, Vincent Sheppard furniture is exported to more than 40 countries. The 
headquarters of Vincent Sheppard are in Belgium, while their main production plant is located in 
Indonesia, a country known for its rich tradition in weaving.

By constantly challenging itself and its design aesthetics, the brand is able to present young, 
contemporary furniture collections that answer to all modern needs. They combine a clear focus on 
quality and comfort with craftsmanship and an age-old technique, and translate these ingredients 
into qualitative, durable and appealing designs. With a wide variety of indoor as well as outdoor 
pieces of high quality, the brand is a favourite of many interior aficionada’s.
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